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ABSTRACT

The University of Maryland participated in the topic track�
ing task� submitting four runs for the required condition
�four English training stories�� This paper presents those
results� along with additional contrastive runs� Compar�
isons are presented between di�erent translation selection
strategies� retention and removal of Mandarin stopwords�
one�pass translation and post�translation document expan�
sion� and source�dependent and source�independent normal�
ization� Source�dependent normalization was found to be
helpful� even for the monolingual English case� Two translin�
gual techniques also yielded substantial improvements� post�
translation document expansion and top�two translation se�
lection� Both outperformed the baseline Systran full machine
translations� demonstrating the potential for developing ef�
fective and easily implemented word�for�word techniques for
other languages�

�� Introduction

The University of Maryland participated in the Topic Detec�
tion and Tracking �TDT� evaluation	s topic tracking task�
submitting four runs for the required condition �Nt
��
English�only training stories�� As in TDT��� our TDT�
system was built around the freely available PRISE text re�
trieval system� using scripts that we will gladly share with
other teams ���� One goal of our work is to provide an easy
entry path for new participants by maximizing the use of
existing freely available �and supported� resources� In addi�
tion to adding the translingual capabilities reported below�
we improved our system this year through a better choice of
term weight functions� through more sophisticated selection
of query terms� and by tuning a source�speci�c score normal�
ization strategy using dry run training data�

The TDT� topic tracking task provided a unique opportu�
nity for translingual information retrieval� Prior translin�
gual retrieval evaluations have addressed only text retrieval�
among multiple European languages� and between English
and Japanese�� TDT� o�ers the �rst translingual evalua�
tion collection�

� to include Mandarin

� Institute for Advanced Computer Studies
y College of Library and Information Services

�Performed in the Text Retrieval Conference �TREC� cross�
language track

�Performed in the NACSIS Test Collection Information Re�
trieval �NTCIR� evaluation

� to include speech

� with exhaustive relevance judgments

� based on an event�oriented concept of relevance

� designed for time�ordered retrieval

� to provide a similarly structured training collection

� to provide a common set of baseline language resources
to all participants�

Our approaches aimed to exploit this resource to improve
our understanding of techniques for translingual information
retrieval� We evaluated extensions to our basic dictionary�
based translation strategy� The topic tracking task a�orded
an excellent opportunity to compare the e�ectiveness of our
techniques on closely aligned source materials that di�er
in source type�broadcast news versus newswire text�and
language�English and Mandarin Chinese� We made use of
the English portion of the TDT� dry run collection to tune
translation preferences and to provide a source of related top�
ical vocabulary for document expansion� The dry run collec�
tion	s relevance judgments also facilitated development of a
source�dependent normalization approach�

Our best dictionary�based translation techniques outper�
formed the straightforward use of Systran machine transla�
tions� We demonstrate substantial bene�cial e�ects from�

� Source�dependent normalization

� Post�translation document expansion

� Top�two translation selection�

�� Topic Tracking

Our topic tracking approach represents an evolutionary im�
provement over our TDT�� system� We implemented a more
sophisticated algorithm for query formation based on the
known relevant stories� changed our choice of PRISE term
weighting algorithms� and applied a source�dependent nor�
malization strategy� In this section we describe each of those
approaches�

For query formulation� we constructed a vector of the ���
terms that best distinguish the query exemplars from other
contemporaneous �and hopefully not relevant� stories� We
used a �� test in a manner similar to that used by Sch�utze
et al ��� to select these terms� The pure �� statistic is sym�
metric� assigning equal value to terms that help to recognize
known relevant stories and those that help to reject the other



contemporaneous stories� Because the simplest way to use
PRISE is to search for terms that appear in the query� we
limited our choice to terms associated with the known rele�
vant training stories� The tracking task design requires that
all a priori statistics be computed from stories prior to the
decision point� and we have implemented that by choosing a
set of stories prior to any decision point� We typically used
a topic�dependent set of ����� stories�� working backwards
from the last known relevant story� as the set of contempora�
neous stories for the �� test and as the source collection for
frozen Inverse Document Frequency �IDF� weights�

In a side experiment with the TREC�� collection� we com�
pared several parameter combinations for the PRISE term
weight calculations� We found that scorefn 
 bm��idf
and weightfn 
 bm��idf produced much better results than
scorefn 
 tfidf and weightfn 
 okapi�� which is what we
had used for TDT��� We therefore decided to use bm��idf
for both parameters in our TDT� runs�

We adopted a two�pass approach to score normalization in
TDT�� �rst applying a source�speci�c normalization fac�
tor and then using the normalized scores of the known rele�
vant stories to compute a topic�speci�c normalization factor�
The TDT� evaluation collection includes stories drawn from
four types of sources� English newswire text� English broad�
cast news� Mandarin newswire text� and Mandarin broadcast
news� In examining the performance of our system on the
TDT� dry run collection �TDT�� data with the addition of
Mandarin sources�� we observed that the scores assigned to
relevant stories by PRISE varied in a manner that depended
systematically on their source� Speci�cally� we found that
English stories scored consistently higher than Mandarin sto�
ries� that within these categories� text stories scored higher
than speech� and that within English text New York Times
�NYT� stories scored higher than Associated Press �APW�
stories� We therefore computed source�speci�c normalization
factors for �ve source classes �Mandarin speech� Mandarin
text� English speech� APW� and NYT�� The topic�speci�c
normalization factor was then computed by separately com�
puting the source�normalized score for each of the the four
known relevant stories and taking the average of those scores
as the topic normalization factor� We then ran PRISE in
batch mode� computing scores for every story in the evalua�
tion collection with respect to every topic� The appropriate
source and topic normalization factors were then applied� and
the resulting normalized scores were reported� For contrast�
we disabled source normalization and examined monolingual
English results �where only three source classes are present��
As Figure � shows� source�dependent normalization is clearly
helpful�

As in TDT��� we selected an ad hoc score threshold as a basis
for the required hard decisions after a brief examination of
the performance of our system on the dry run collection� The
reported Cdet values for our runs thus provide little basis for
comparison between conditions� In this paper we focus on
the contrast between pairs of topic�weighted Detection Error
Tradeo� �DET� curves in order to characterize the e�ect of

�The earliest story used was the �rst story in the English TDT��
collection� Sometimes that results in fewer than �	


 stories being
available�

Figure �� Source�dependent �bold� vs source�independent
normalization� monolingual English �lower pair� and cross�
language �upper pair��

our techniques� When interpreting DET curves� lower curves
indicate improved tracking e�ectiveness�

�� Translingual Techniques
We implemented translingual topic tracking by using a
dictionary�based translation strategy� consistently translat�
ing from Mandarin to English as a preprocessing step� This
simpli�ed the design of our system by allowing us to perform
all subsequent processing in English� perhaps at some cost
in tracking e�ectiveness� Table � summarizes the o�cial and
uno�cial runs that we performed for TDT�� We principally
focus on the cross�language condition in which the training
stories are in English and evaluation stories are in Mandarin
Chinese in the analysis that follows�

Word Segmentation Our translation strategy imple�
mented a word�for�word translation approach� Words are
not normally separated using orthographic delimiters such
as white space in written Mandarin text� so we used the New
Mexico State University �NMSU� ch seg segmenter to iden�
tify individual words in Mandarin newswire text sources� The
NMSU segmenter employs both a Mandarin term list and
set of rules for recognizing features such as proper names�
dates and numbers� We based our choice on a small pilot
experiment in which we had compared the NMSU segmenter

Term Side Mandarin Doc� Top
Run List Corpus Stopwords Exp� n

� LDC Brown �
�� Combined Brown �
� Combined TDT �
�� Combined TDT Removed �
� Combined TDT Removed �
	� Combined TDT Removed Yes �

� Systran �

Table �� Summary of cross�language runs ��
o�cial��



and the segmenter provided by the Linguistic Data Consor�
tium �LDC� with text that was hand�segmented by a native
Mandarin speaker� The NMSU segmenter performed better
overall in that case� due to better handling of proper names�
dates� and numbers� For the Mandarin broadcast news source
�Voice of America� we used the word boundaries provided in
the baseline recognizer transcripts�

The CETA Bilingual Dictionary� We used a dictionary�
based translation strategy� merging a bilingual term list that
we automatically extracted from the the Chinese�English
Translation Assistance �CETA� dictionary with the second
release of the freely available LDC Mandarin�English bilin�
gual term list� The CETA dictionary contains over ������
entries compiled from ��� dictionaries� some general pur�
pose� some domain�speci�c� some bilingual� and some mul�
tilingual �e�g�� Russian�Chinese�French�� and from primary
sources such as newspapers and periodicals� � We used a sub�
set of the CETA entries drawn from contemporary general
purpose sources� Because the CETA dictionary was origi�
nally designed for manual use� it contains explanatory de�ni�
tions and examples of usage in addition to simple translation�
equivalent terms� To produce a merged term list� we ex�
tracted translation equivalents from the CETA dictionary
using hand�crafted rules� converted both term lists into a uni�
form format� deleted English entries that were descriptions
of function �e�g�� �question particle� or �exclamation indicat�
ing surprise or disgust�� where automatically identi�able as
such� removed all parenthetical clauses� and eliminated du�
plicate entries� The resulting combined bilingual term list
contains ������� unique Mandarin terms� with an average
of ��� known English translations per Mandarin term� As
�gure � illustrates� the combined term list performs no bet�
ter than the LDC term list alone on this task� This comes
as a surprise� since our prior work with Chinese to English
query translation for the TDT� dry run collection had shown
that our combined term list outperformed the LDC term list
alone ����

Corpus�Based Translation Preference� When more
than one English translation was known for a term� we sorted
the translations in an order that we expected to re�ect the
dominant usage in the TDT evaluation collection� We based
this order on unigram statistics drawn from a side collec�
tion� Speci�cally� alternate translations were ranked as fol�
lows� �rst all single word entries were ordered by decreasing
target language unigram frequency calculated according to
the side collection� followed by all multi�word translations
�in no particular order�� and �nally by any single word en�
tries that did not appear at all in the side collection� This
approach was designed to minimize any damage caused by
infrequent words in non�standard usages or misspellings that
appeared in the bilingual term list� Such translations would
be ignored unless there were no more common alternatives
available� We then selected the top n alternate translations
for each Chinese term� Except where noted below� we con�
sistently used n 
 � for our experiments�

In prior cross�language retrieval experiments �generally with

�The commercial machine�readable version of the CETA dic�
tionary �also known as �Optilex�� is available from the MRM cor�
poration	 Kensington	 MD�

Figure �� Combined �bold� vs� LDC term list� newswire text
�lower pair�� broadcast news �upper pair��

some part of the TREC collection�� we have used the Brown
corpus as the side collection� The Brown corpus is �bal�
anced�� combining the e�ects of a variety of written English
genres in an e�ort to re�ect general usage� Since TDT sto�
ries are primarily news� we also tried tuning our translation
selection to the characteristics of that genre by �rst comput�
ing corpus frequencies for all terms in the TDT�� English
newswire text collection and then smoothing these frequen�
cies with frequencies from the balanced Brown corpus� In
order to measure the most current possible word usage statis�
tics� we performed a rolling� incremental update based on the
stories for the previous day relative to the stories being trans�
lated� The resulting frequencies were then used to rerank
alternative translations as in the balanced corpus case�

Not only can we capture the pattern of terminology use in
the news domain in this way� but with incremental updat�
ing it may be possible to boost the preference for topically
appropriate vocabulary that is not present in the more gen�
eral corpus� For example� the English term �Tibet� does
not appear in the Brown corpus� so it is not chosen as a
translation when other alternatives are available� Tibet com�
monly appears in contemporary news reports� however� and
by ranking alternative translations in the manner described
above the likelihood of selecting �Tibet� as a translation is
improved� As Figure  illustrates� we observed little overall
improvement through the use of translation preference based
on a comparable corpus over term selection based on balanced
corpus frequencies�

Mandarin Stopwords� Very common Mandarin words are
of little use to a retrieval system because they can not be
of much help in di�erentiating between relevant and non�
relevant documents� By suppressing translation of a set of
common �stopwords�� we can avoid some translation e�ort�
minimize the possibility of mistranslation �common words are
often highly polysemous�� and reduce the size of the resulting
index� Since we did not have a list of Mandarin stopwords
available� we constructed a stopword list by hand� An initial
list of candidates was formed by selecting terms from our



Figure � Comparable �bold� vs� balanced corpus translation
preference� newswire text�

combined term list with de�nitions the suggested their use as
function words and then adding the top �� words from the
Linguistic Data Consortium	s Mandarin word frequency list�
This list of candidates was then hand��ltered by two speakers
of Mandarin� and words on the resulting stopword list were
not translated� We observed no adverse �or bene�cial� e�ect
on the DET curves from the use of Mandarin stopwords�

Top�� Translation Selection� In prior experiments on
portions of the TREC collection we have found that selecting
a single Mandarin term is generally better than selecting all
possible translations ���� But there is a wide range of options
between those two extremes� In order to begin to explore
that range� we tried selecting the best two translations� To
maintain consistent term weighting� we duplicated the trans�
lation of any term for which only a single translation was
known� We obtained a noticeable improvement� compared to
selecting the best single translation� Figure � shows that the
improvement is relatively small for for newswire text� but a
larger improvement is evident in Figure � for broadcast news�

Post�Translation Document Expansion� We imple�
mented post�translation document expansion for the Man�
darin stories after translation into English in order to enrich
the indexing vocabulary beyond that which was available in
our merged term list� Singhal et al� ��� have used this ap�
proach in speech retrieval applications and Ballesteros and
Croft ��� have applied a similar approach to query transla�
tion� but we are not aware of any prior application of the
technique to selection of indexing vocabulary for translated
documents�

We used the TDT� dry run collection	s English newswire
text as a comparable collection for the document expansion
process� treating each translated story as a query into that
collection� We selected terms with Inverse Document Fre�
quency �IDF� values above a hand�set threshold from the �ve
highest ranked documents and added one instance of each
unique term to the original translation� The resulting aug�

Figure �� Top�� �bold� vs� top�� translation� newswire text�

mented translations were then indexed by PRISE and scores
were computed in the usual way� As Figures � and � show�
document expansion improved topic tracking e�ectiveness on
both Mandarin newswire text and broadcast news� with the
the e�ect on broadcast news being somewhat larger�

These experiments marked our �rst use of document expan�
sion� Our expansion parameters ��ve documents and a �xed
IDF threshold� were chosen in an ad hoc manner� so we felt
it important to compare our results with what others have
seen under similar conditions� Following Singhal� we applied
the same document expansion strategy to the English broad�
cast news stories in a monolingual condition ���� As shown
in Figure �� we found only a relatively small improvement
from document expansion in this case� This suggests that our
parameters may not yet be optimally tuned� and that even
greater improvements may be possible in the cross�language
condition�

Figure �� Top�� �bold� vs� top�� translation� broadcast news�



Figure �� Expanded �bold� vs� unexpanded documents� Man�
darin newswire text�

Figure �� Expanded �bold� vs� Unexpanded vs� unexpanded
documents� Mandarin broadcast news�

Figure �� Expanded �bold� vs� unexpanded documents�
monolingual English broadcast news�

Figure �� Best dictionary�based translation �bold� vs� Sys�
tran� newswire text �lower pair�� broadcast news �upper pair��

Systran� To provide a baseline for comparison with other
participants in the TDT� topic tracking task� we performed
one run using the standard Systran machine translations that
were provided with the TDT� collection� We preprocessed
the Systran translations by transliterating all remaining Man�
darin characters into pinyin �with tones�� since PRISE is not
con�gured to handle two�byte characters� Our approach was
originally designed for use when known relevant stories in
both English and Mandarin are available� in which case con�
sistent pinyin transliteration could facilitate within�language
matching� Since we submitted results only for the English�
only training condition� we could equally well have simply
have removed all instances of Mandarin characters� Several
of our dictionary�based translation techniques outperformed
the straightforward use of Systran translations� We illustrate
this contrast with our best system� run �� in Figure ��

�� Future Work

The most obvious avenue for future work is re�nement of our
document expansion technique� Ballesteros and Croft found
that a combination of pre�translation and post�translation
query expansion performed better than either technique
alone ���� Because we expect speech recognition and trans�
lation errors to be fairly independent� we believe that this
combination could be a productive approach to explore in
speech as well� Implementing pre�translation expansion will
require that we search a Chinese collection� Once we have
con�gured a retrieval system to do that� we will also gain the
ability to perform parallel retrieval in English and Chinese�
McCarley has found that merging results obtained in that
way can outperform the use of either result set in isolation in
cross�language retrieval experiments ��� and we plan to in�
vestigate whether a similar e�ect can be obtained in the topic
tracking evaluations� We also plan to investigate the use of
Pirkola	s structured translation method ���� Doing so will re�
quire shifting from PRISE to the University of Massachusetts
Inquery system� however� since Pirkola	s method depends on
Inquery	s synonym operator� Finally� we are interested in ex�
ploring a range of metrics for system performance� including



Cdet �with an improved threshold selection strategy�� optimal
CDet� and measures which integrate over entire DET curves�
We plan to pay particular attention to the selection of mea�
sures that are meaningful in some application� and for which
statistically signi�cant di�erences can be determined�

�� Conclusions
We explored a range of extensions to basic dictionary�based
translation techniques for the TDT� topic tracking task�
Two approaches yielded substantial improvements� post�
translation document expansion and top�two translation se�
lection� Both outperformed the straightforward use of sophis�
ticated machine translation� using only easily implemented
word�for�word techniques� The TDT� collection provides a
remarkably rich basis for exploring translingual information
access techniques� and our initial use of that collection has
proved to be quite fruitful� We look forward to hearing what
others have learned and to using this unique resource in the
years ahead�
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